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ne morning in the spring of 2005, environmental
lobbyist Ted Morton found himself hurrying up
a steep flight of marble steps on Capitol Hill.
Pausing at the top of the staircase, the veteran activist took a
few moments to catch his breath - while gazing nervously around
the vast, swarming lobby of the Russell Senate Office Building.
Morton, a 1989 Furman graduate who'd gone on to become
a public-interest lawyer and then a lobbyist for the world's largest
ocean-protecting advocacy organization, was feeling more than
a little uptight on that mild, sunny morning.
Why was he so alarmed - with his pulse pounding and
his palms clammy - as he hurried toward a conference room
on the first floor?
It was simple: The hard-charging lobbyist for Oceana, a
worldwide environmental advocacy group with 300,000 members
in more than 150 countries, was anticipating a tongue-lashing
from one of the most powerful politicians on the Hill.
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Morton had resigned himself to the likelihood that he would
be "chewed out " by Ted Stevens, the senior Republican senator
from Alaska. Stevens, the President Pro Tem of the Senate and
clout-wielding chairman of the powerful Senate Commerce
Committee, is a legendary figure, a no-nonsense, tough-talking
GOP bulldog with a Washington-wide reputation for blasting
political opponents into smithereens, especially if they dare to
oppose his plans for federal legislation affecting his home state.
Which is exactly what Morton had done.
Two years before, Morton had gone eyeball-to-eyeball with
Stevens and his staff in a battle over a fishing package that was
dear to the senator's combative heart. The senator had proposed
an amendment to a funding bill that would have stopped efforts
to protect ancient, fragile deep-sea corals off Alaska's Aleutian
Islands from destructive commercial fishing practices. He had
added the provision to the must-pass bill right as it was going
to the full Senate for a vote.
Enter the tenacious Oceana lobbyist, Ted Morton.
Operating out of the non-profit group's cluttered offices on
M Street in downtown Washington, Morton had played a key role
in organizing a massive public campaign that swamped Stevens
and other U.S. senators under a relentless flood of letters, phone
calls and e-mails. The message: Stop reckless commercial
fishermen in Alaska from destroying any more precious Aleutian
Islands deep-sea corals!
Along with triggering thousands of phone calls and e-mails
from around the world, Morton and his fellow activists managed
to generate a great deal of media coverage about the environmental
problems caused by bottom-trawling, an aggressive and violent
form of "industrial fishing" in which the seafood harvesters drop
heavy giant nets to the floor of the sea, then drag them along for
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Ted Morton and his staff work to educate the public about the importance of preserving marine
ecosystems. Above: Actor Ted Danson (left) and fellow Oceana board member Stephen P. McAllister
announce plans for a trans-oceanic expedition aboard the Ranger (right) to document the riches
of and threats to sea life; a diver off the Portugal coast during the trip. Photos courtesy Oceana.

Right now, the science suggests that there's a 20-year window in which we can still help the oceans
to recover from p ollution, destructive fishing practices, and over-develo p ment of coastal regions.

miles at a time, scraping up and destroying almost everything

thanking him and his colleagues for the role they play in conserving

in their path.

fish populations and the ocean environment. He also urged their

Until Morton & Co. showed up, Stevens had been confident
that his 11th-hour amendment to the spending bill would face little
opposition. But in the end, the public outcry and the negative

full involvement in the upcoming process to revise the Magnuson
Stevens Act.
"Much to my relief, he told us that he very much respected

media coverage became so intense that the senator was forced

our point of view, " says Morton. "He also said he understood that

to relent, and the original coral-protecting language remained

we had environmental interests to represent, and that the Alaska

the law of the land.
Against huge odds and overwhelming opposition, Morton
and his ocean-defending colleagues had won. And their victory

fishermen had commercial interests to represent. And he pointed
out that it was his job, and the job of the other senators, to try and
strike the right balance between those two interests. He told us

sent a clear message to America's fisheries: You don't have a

that he knew he wasn't going to agree with everything we had to

license to wreck the oceans in order to make a profit.

say during that discussion, but that he respected and appreciated

Now, two years later, Morton was preparing once again to
discuss legislation that would affect fish conservation and fishery

our determination to come up to Capitol Hill and make our case.
"After that, I tried to settle down and outline our position

management. This session, designed as an "informal exchange

on bottom-trawling and other issues related to U.S. fisheries

of ideas" between several senators, their staff members and

as clearly and concisely as I could. It went pretty well, I thought.

assorted environmentalists, had been planned as part of the run

And when I finally walked out of that conference room, I was still

up to another revision of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the primary

in a state of mild shock. Instead of getting chewed out, I'd gotten

ocean fish management law that carries the Alaska senator's name.

a textbook lesson in how the democratic process works.

Among the senators in attendance would be Democrats

"I'd also gotten a nice reminder of why I love this job so much! "

Frank Lautenberg (New Jersey) and Daniel Inouye (Hawaii) and Ted Stevens.
"I was feeling pretty uneasy, to say the least, " says Morton

Destructive consequences
Drop by Ted Morton's office at Oceana headquarters on a typical

when asked to describe the moment when he walked into the

weekday afternoon, and you'll find him sitting beneath a vivid

meeting. "This was going to be the first face-to-face interaction

poster that perfectly illustrates his passion for protecting the

I'd had with Senator Stevens since the struggle over the deep-sea

world's oceans and sea life from the destructive consequences

corals and the bottom-trawlers. In a moment like that, you're

of pollution, over-fishing and "industrial fishing techniques" -

expecting to get a bit of a spanking."
But the spanking never took place. Instead, soon after the
meeting began, Stevens "completely surprised " Morton by

all of which have combined in recent years, he says, to trigger
an "ecological crisis " throughout the two-thirds of the globe that
is covered by salt water.

The jumbo-sized poster announces in bold type:
Don't Flush Our Oceans Down The Toilet!

As federal policy director for Oceana, Morton spends his
days trying to educate the American public (and Congress) about
what he sees as the "danger of an impending collapse " among

natural systems once viewed as too vast and inexhaustible to
be harmed by human activity. Without reform, our daily actions
will increasingly jeopardize a valuable natural resource and
an invaluable aspect of our national heritage."
The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy study also reached

many of the ecosystems contained in the world's oceans.

some grim and gloomy conclusions, while warning of growing

"There's been a ton of scientific research on this issue

"dead zones " and runaway pollution that could wipe out entire

in recent years, and it's pretty conclusive, " explains the 39-year

species within a few more decades. Said the published report:

old Morton. "If you look at the results of the huge Pew Oceans

"We . . . love the oceans for their beauty and majesty and for their

Commission study [2003] and also the U.S. Commission on

intrinsic power to relax, rejuvenate and inspire.

Ocean Policy study [2004], the numbers speak for themselves.
They tell us that the issue here is no longer in doubt.
"If we don't take steps immediately to repair the damage
that's already been done to the environment through pollution

"Unfortunately, we are starting to love our oceans to death."
Which is where Morton and Oceana come in. "Right now,
the science suggests that there's a 20-year window in which we
can still help the oceans recover from pollution, destructive fishing

and to many species through destructive commercial fishing

practices, and over-development of coastal regions, " he says.

practices, we are going to witness a complete collapse of the

"To accomplish that, however, we must get started immediately.

marine ecosystems, with devastating consequences for every

Now is the time for all of us to contact the policy makers and

body who lives on this planet."

the politicians and let them know that we won't stand for the

To back up his assessment, Morton points to the bottom line
of the voluminous Pew report, which is generally considered to be
among the most wide-ranging and exhaustive studies to address

destruction of these marvelous habitats!"
Morton is the first to acknowledge that he and his fellow fish
defenders are fighting an uphill battle against some powerful foes

the effect of "environmental stressors " on the oceans. The Pew

- including dozens of "industrial fishing corporations " operating

summary reads in part: "America's oceans are in crisis and the

out of countries where they aren't closely regulated and rarely incur

stakes could not be higher. Marine life and vital coastal habitats

penalties for over-fishing or killing off threatened species. Yet he

are straining under the increasing pressure of our use. . . .

refuses to be discouraged by the long odds against his cause.

"All Americans depend o n the oceans and affect the oceans,

"There are days when I'm optimistic and days when I'm

regardless of where they live. Ocean currents circulate the energy

pessimistic, " he says. "That fluctuates, but I don't think I'd be able

and water that regulate the Earth's climate and weather and, thus,

to come in to work every day if I didn't believe that we can win

affect every aspect of the human experience. Our very depen

this battle. Really, we have to win the battle - for the sake

dence on and use of ocean resources are exposing limits in

of our children and grandchildren."
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An inspiring internship

workings of the federal government up close and to know that

Ask Morton how he decided to spend his career as a lawyer fight

you could have an impact on the process, if you worked hard

ting to protect sea turtles and codfish from annihilation, and he

enough at it.

will tell you that he owes a great deal of his motivation to his parents.
"My father was a lifetime civil servant in Atlanta, " he says with
a smile, "and my mom went back to college in mid-life and earned
a master's degree in divinity.
"I grew up in a Southern Baptist family that really put a lot

"After that I knew I wanted to go to law school and then
devote myself to these kinds of issues."
After earning his law degree at the University of Georgia
in 1992, Morton signed on as water quality advocate at the
American Oceans Campaign, a national non-profit that sought

of emphasis on loving your neighbor and giving back to your com

to defend both the oceans and the country's coastal waters.

munity. But I also think Furman played a big hand in my decision

Tapped in 1999 to be co-chair of the Clean Water Network,

to bypass corporate law and become an activist in Washington.

an alliance of more than 1,000 national, regional and local

I remember taking an economics course soon after I arrived on

environmental groups, Morton polished his skills as a lobbyist

campus [in 1985] as a freshman, and I did pretty well in the course

and policy-shaper by crafting legislation and directing education

. . . but after a while, I realized that I just wasn't that excited about it.

campaigns aimed at improving fish conservation and water quality,

"I started taking political science courses and soon found
myself enrolled in an internship program where you were allowed
to go to Washington and live in an apartment building near Rock
Creek Park with a bunch of other Furman students. That was

while also working for increased federal appropriations for ocean
programs.
He joined Oceana soon after its founding in 2001. Since
then he has devoted himself to issues ranging from protection

a terrific experience for a 20-year-old! We attended weekly

of increasingly threatened Atlantic sea turtles to working for stricter

seminars with our advisor, Dr. Don Gordon, and then we took

regulation of habitat-destroying "industrial fisheries."

the bus down to Capitol Hill each morning to work on our various
projects."
Morton's internship was with the National Audubon Society,

Encouraging progress
Relying on his keen analytical skills and a low-key approach to

where he helped to organize and execute a lobbying effort -

lobbying, Morton has been successful in promoting several national

and fell in love with public-interest advocacy.

environmental initiatives, including a campaign that resulted in

"There I was, walking the halls of Congress each day and

new laws requiring all public beaches in the United States to

buttonholing the staffers," he says. "I'd sit down with them and

meet minimum standards for monitoring bacteria and notifying

share all the research I'd been collecting about threatened animal

the citizenry when bacterial levels become hazardous to health.

species and the impact of pollution on wilderness areas, that
kind of thing. For me, that was a thrilling experience, to see the

Morton says he has been "enormously encouraged " by other
recent Oceana victories. They include:

SEAFOOD WATCH
When concerned citizens ask Ted Morton how they can

BEST CHOICES

AVOID

help protect threatened fish species, he often responds

Catfish (U.S. farmed)

Chilean Sea Bass/Toothfish

by handing them a nifty little wallet card that features

Caviar (farmed)

Cod: Atlantic

a giant yellowfin tuna on the cover.

Clams (farmed)

Crab: King (imported)

The card's jumbo-sized headline reads: SEAFOOD
WATCH.
"One of the best ways people can help conserve fish
populations is to be careful about what they serve at the

to educate consumers." The list is called "Best Choices."

Groupers

Crab: Stone

Halibut: Atlantic
Monkfish

Lobster: Spiny (U.S . )

Orange Roughy

has assembled a helpful list of fish that are abundant, well
managed and caught (or farmed) in environmentally

Flounders (Atlantic)

Crab: Snow (Canada)
Halibut: Pacific

dinner table," says Morton. " The Monterey Bay Aquarium

friendly ways, and Oceana is proud to promote their effort

Crab: Dungeness

Mussels (farmed)

Rockfish (Pacific)

Oysters (farmed)

Salmon (farmed, including Atlantic)

Salmon (wild-caught, Alaska)

Shrimp (imported, farmed or trawl

Sardines

caught)

Shrimp (trap-caught)

Snapper: Red

Striped Bass (farmed)

" fish that are over-fished or are caught in ways that harm

Soles (Atlantic)

T ilapia (farmed)

Sturgeon (imported, wild-caught)

other marine life or the environment."

Trout: Rainbow (farmed)

Swordfish (imported)

Tuna: Albacore (troll/pole-caught)

Tuna: Bluefin

Morton says a second list, called "Avoid," includes

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE WORK OF OCEANA,

Tuna: Bigeye (troll/pole-caught)

VISIT WWW.OCEANA.ORG.

Tuna: Yellowfin (troll/pole-caught)

'Y Saving m ore than 50,000 threatened and endangered sea
turtles from severe injury or death in comm ercial fishing each year.
"The good news is that we were very successful in stimulating

What motivates Ted Morton to keep fighting against pollution
and destruction of oceanic habitats?
"Old-fashioned stubbornness!" he says with a hearty laugh.

public opinion on a federal initiative to require larger turtle escape

"Really, I think a big part of it is that I'm simply stubborn. To do

hatches in shrimp nets, " says Morton. "More than 95 percent

this kind of work, you really need a lot of perseverance, and

of the comments we gathered from the public strongly favored

I guess that's built into my genes, or something. "

requiring the fishermen to use larger turtle excluder devices. The
United States took the right action and several other governments
around the world have responded favorably to the public's concern. "

'Y Protecting the Pacific Ocean bottom from the negative

Michael Hirshfield, Oceana's senior vice president for North
America, points to additional reasons for his colleague's effective
ness: "Ted is a real pro when it comes to analyzing the data and
coming up with clear-eyed solutions for problems. One of the

im pact of comm ercial fishing trawlers. Oceana used its lobbying

best things about him is that he doesn't let his ego get tangled

muscle in the Pacific Northwest to nail down a federal ruling

up in his work. He knows how to laugh at himself from time to

that declared about 400,000 square miles of ocean floor from

time, unlike some of our colleagues over there on Capitol Hill. "

California to Alaska off-limits to commercial bottom trawls in order
to better protect important undersea habitats.

'Y Convincing Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines to clean up its act.

Although Morton sees himself as "a fighter caught up in a
worldwide struggle, " he has indeed maintained his sense of humor
during his years of doing battle on Capitol Hill. Ask him to describe

After a year of campaigning by Oceana, Royal Caribbean, the

one of the lighter moments and he'll laughingly recall a serious

second largest cruise line in the world, agreed to install advanced

discussion he once had with a staffer for former senator

wastewater treatment systems on all of its ships. This will prevent

AI D'Amato of New York.

discharge of raw or inadequately treated sewage from their ships

"I'd spent at least 15 minutes telling him about pollution

into ocean waters and set an example for the rest of the industry.

problems in some of the country's major estuaries, " Morton

'Y Rescuing threatened rockfish in California. After a long

says, "when he suddenly leaned over in his chair and interrupted

campaign that included public petitions and lobbying of state

me. And then he said: 'I beg your pardon, but I'm not sure I'm

legislators, Oceana in 2003 convinced the Golden State's Fish

following you. What does estrogen have to do with the oceans,

and Game Commission to require the state's spot prawn trawl

anyway?'

fishery - a particularly destructive form of industrial fishing that
was also killing thousands of imperiled west coast rockfish

"I just looked at him while telling myself, 'Holy moly,
I've got a lot of work to do!'"

each year - to convert to less damaging fishing gear. With
this threat removed, the coastal rockfish population is beginning

The author is a free-lance writer from Hastings, Mich.

to recover, says Morton.
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